
PA D14 PROCEDURE for Consideration for exemption from the International Participation 
Requirement for CBT Tournament Eligibility: 

Approved at 3.21.21 District Meeting 

BACKGROUND: 

The intent of the longstanding District policy, to prohibit leagues from entering a team in CBT 
tournament if they do not enter a team in International tournament at that same division, is to prevent 
leagues from gaining an unfair advantage in the CBT tournament by opting out of International level of 
play and putting a stronger than appropriate team in the CBT Tournament.  The CBT tournament is to 
provide those players who did not make the international team with a similar positive LL tournament 
experience.   

It is recognized that there are however circumstances where this policy does not serve the best interest 
of the leagues and their players.  If a leagues overall talent level does not lend to International 
Tournament play and the team entered is likely to be significantly overpowered (10-15 runed) in all 
international district games, this would result in a negative overall experience.  In such a circumstance a 
league may therefore choose not enter an international team thereby eliminating any possible LL 
tournament experience for the players when the reality is that the players could benefit greatly from a 
CBT tournament experience. 

This procedure was developed to provide a fair, equitable and transparent mechanism for leagues to 
enter the CBT tournament without entering a team in the International tournament at a given level. 

PROCEDURE: 

Leagues should only consider requesting an exemption in the event that if they were to enter a team in 
international play that team would be significantly overpowered in all games to the extent that it 
becomes a negative experience.  

1. Any league who believes that their players of a given division would be best served through an 
exemption shall draft a detailed letter with substantial and factual supporting justification for 
their request. 

a. A separate letter is required for each requested division 
b. This letter must be submitted to the DA NO LATER THAN one week in advance of the 

May District Meeting.  
2. The DA shall forward the request letter to all league presidents prior to the May District 

Meeting. 
3. All leagues shall review the request with their respective BOD’s and come to the May District 

Meeting prepared to vote to either approve or reject the request. 
4. At the May District Meeting any league requesting exemption will be afforded 5 minutes to 

make any additional comments, and field any questions from the floor. 
5. After discussions conclude for all requesting leagues, motions and 2nds will be entertained 

individually for each division for each requesting league. 
6. Blind votes shall be taken for any requests receiving a motion and a 2nd  
7. Approval by 100% of the all of the leagues, having teams participating in the considered division, 

is required for each approval to carry.   
8. All approvals in a given year are for that year only and are on a not precedent setting basis. 


